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Briefing
Pressure is on in  
the ERC’s final weeks 
Increasing economic pressure cannot be ignored 
and while it may not be felt too much during the 
current ERC season, which has just five races 
and eight weeks left to run, the danger is that a 
prolonged down turn in the economy across Europe 
may bite hard in 2009.

That, however, is something over which none of 
us have any real influence, so for the time being let’s 
look forward to those remaining five events. The 
classic Benelux double header is almost on us and 
both events have attracted strong entries with the 
usual influx of occasional ERC racers joining the 
championship regulars .

From Belgium and Holland the championship 
moves to the Czech Republic and Poland before 
returning to Germany for the final round at the start 
of October. Those last two races could be crucial, not 
just in the outcome of the series, but in the scramble 
for events in 2009. The Poles appear to recognise 
that they do not hold the strongest hand and seem 
to be making an extra effort to give their event a 
lift. In Germany, meanwhile, the new brooms at the 
organising ACN were recently given a discreet nod 
of approval by FIA Off-Roads Commission president 
Andy Lasure. Expect a restricted entry and a much 
tidied up Estering at Buxtehude for what could 
well be a decisive final round in the 2008 ERC. The 
Germans know that their ERC future depends on 
delivering the goods. Don’t bet against them.
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Greatly increased oil prices and the collapse of the US  
‘sub-prime’ mortgage market lay behind the current 
down turn in the European economy.

It is not unusual in such times that money for 
motor sport is harder to come by, whether it be 
reduced sponsorship opportunities or that those who 
are largely self-funded reduce their commitment.

Irish driver George Tracey falls into the latter 
category and is the first to withdraw from the ERC 
in order to direct all of his attention to business. The 
property and construction fields in which Tracey 
operates are among the hardest hit in the present 
economic climate.  Other prominent competitors at 

European and national level trade in similar areas 
and Tracey’s assertion that he will not be alone is not 
easy to ignore: “I can’t race and do business properly, 
I don’t enjoy it and I don’t perform, you can’t do both 
things properly,” he said, “I think you’ll see others 
pulling out before things get better, you’ve got people 
running around thousands of kilometres all over 
Europe to do 15 or 20 minutes racing, it doesn’t make 
sense at the moment.”

The relatively buoyant state of the European 
economy in recent years has almost certainly 
contributed to the current strength of the ERC, a 
sustained economic slow down could hit it hard.

Money matters
Economic slow down begins to show in ERC

The European Commission’s latest Economic 
Forecast recognises the current slow down



Diary
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July 1

Miss France, Valérie Begue (above), is confirmed 
as a competitor for the sixth round of the French 
Rallycross Championship at Chateauroux on 
July 26-27. The event will also feature French F1 
commentator Julien Febreau and 1994 French 
champion Roger Chevreton, the latter driving in the 
new Logan Cup class. None, however, get as much 
attention as super badger Begue!

July 4
After an outing in the George Tracey-owned Citroën 
C4 in his home ERC round at Momarken, Norwegian 
driver Guttorm Lindefjell sells his Ford Focus and 
announces that he will drive the C4 for the balance 
of the 2008 season. Lindefjell also says that he will 
remain with the Tony Bardy-run team for 2009, for 
which he expects to have a new car.

Stein Egil Jenssen in the new owner of the 
Lindefjell Focus.

July 4
After suffering a crippling engine failure in his D1-A 
Ford Fiesta during the Norwegian ERC round, Jimmy 
Farsbo manages to make it to his home event at 
Höljes but has advertised his car for sale or rent.

July 6
Marcus Grönholm wins the Swedish round of the 
ERC at Höljes. The former two-time World Rally 
Champion drove a Fiesta for the MSE/Ford Team 
RS Europe outfit and led the A final from start finish, 
fending off first Michael Jernberg and then Kenneth 
Hansen to give Ford its first event win of the year. 

     …page 8>

July 6
Finnskoga MK, the organiser at Höljes for the 
Swedish ERC round, comes under some criticism 
following a couple of incidents during its event in 
which races were allowed to continue even though 
safety personnel were attending incidents on the 

track.  In the first incident a D1 qualifying heats 
was allowed to continue while fire marshals were 
on the track to extinguish an engine bay fire in Bo 
Fredriksen’s car. In the finals a crash between Lukasz 
Zoll and Ole Håbjørn in the Rallycross Cup race 
left the track partially blocked. Håbjørn required 
assistance from marshals to get away from his car, 
but the race was allowed to continue and two other 
cars made contact with the stationery cars.

July 6
Croft is the scene of the ‘Best of British Rallycross’ 
event in which the British Rallycross Championship 
and the Rallycross Open Championship share the 
bill for the first time. Lawrence Gibson wins the 
BRC section of the event, the first driver to win with 
a Group B cars since Pat Doran won at Anglesey in 
June 2003 with his RS200. The ROC win is taken 
by “Mad Mark”. The ‘Showdown’ Best of the British 
race should have featured the top five from each 
championship but the promoter excludes Group 
B cars and with others either unable to start, or 
unwilling to run in deteriorating conditions, the race 
falls short of expectations. Tony Bell takes the win.

July 6
David Meslier gains a lucky third event win in the 
sixth round of the French Rallycross Championship. 
Marc Laboulle had dominated the event at Lavaré but 
his Citroën Xsara suffered a puncture with two laps 
of the A final still to run and Meslier was able to catch 
and pass his title rival in the last lap.
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July 6
Jochen Coox continued his dominance 
of the Benelux season with his 
fourth event win of the year. This 
time the Skoda driver was victorious 
in the second round of the Belgian 
championship at Maasmechelen. With 
Patrick Van Mechelen and Jos Kuypers 
running into problems, Edwin Geraerts 
and Tom Geenen complete the podium.

July 6
Rallycross Open Championship 
promoter PSM releases provisional 
details of the 2009 series which is to 
be run over eight events, each of which 
will form two points scoring rounds 
in a 16-round championship which 
will adopt a new format. Classes in the 
championship will also be revised, the 
series set to feature 10 classes including 
newly introduced Rallycross versions 
of the rallying Peugeot 205 and BMW 

RWD Challenge series (below) for E30 
model BMW 325s.

July 13
Adding another win to his tally, Coox 
puts his name to the 2008 Dutch 
Rallycross Championship. Winning the 
fourth round of the six-event Dutch 
championship Coox put himself beyond 
reach at the top of the points chart. 
Patrick Van Mechelen finished second 
with Ron Snoeck third in his VW Golf.

July 13
At Châteauroux in the French 
championship’s seventh round, Marc 
Laboulle took his second win and the 
series lead. Laboulle’s championship 
rival, David Meslier, finished fifth after 
a clash with “Knapick” caused damage 
to his Renault Clio. Philippe Tollemer 
and Martial Barbette finished second 
and third.
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July 13
ERC regular Linas Norkus wins the second round 
of the North European Zone championship Ropazi 
in Latvia. The event is notable for the participation 
of Norwegian drivers in the Super2000 and Open 
categories, Supernational racer Øyvind Hansen 
winning the latter in his Mercedes.

July 19
Martti Simonen wins the third round of the Finnish 
Rallycross Championship at Kauhajoki. Fiesta driver 

Simonen leads home Harri Arola’s Mitsubishi and 
the Ford Focus of Silvo Viitanen. Championship 
points leader Mark Jokinen finishes fifth in the best 
contested event of the year.

July 20
Laszlo Kiss wins the Central European Zone event 
at Nyirad in Hungary. Also counting towards the 
Austrian, Czech, Polish and Hungarian national 
championships, the only class in which the full 
complement of 16 drivers scored points was Division 

Four for non-homologated cars, won by Austrian 
Jürgen Weiß in his Sierra Cosworth 4x4. In common 
with the previous four events, Division Two and the 
Rallycross Cup have only enough competitors for half 
points to be awarded.

July 20
Belgian all rounder Marc Duez takes his first 
Rallycross victory, winning the fifth round of the 
German Rallycross Championship at Buxtehude. 
Driving a VW Golf owned by René Münnich, Duez 
leads home Günther Wissel and championship leader 
Jörg Jockel.

July 20
Vitalijus Plastininas wins the third round of the 
NEZ championship at Vilkyciai in Lithunia. The 
BMW driver leads home fellow locals Algimantas 
Glikas (Focus) and Kazimieras Gudziunas (Puma). 
The Norwegian drivers visiting the championship’s 
Open class are successful, Dag Inge Myrseth, Øyvind 
Hansen and Kim Steinsholt taking the top three 
places. The Fast 1600 class is won by Janis Aleksejevs 
while Arvydas Galinis wins in Super2000.

July 20
The third round of the Finnish Rallycross 
Championship is held in mixed weather at Kauhajoki 
where Martti Simonen lands his first event win 
with the ex-Minnikhanov Fiesta ST. Marko Jokinen 
retains the series lead despite slipping to fifth in the 
A final after contact with Harri Arola left his Peugeot 
with a broken brake disc.

July 20
Marc Duez claims his first Rallycross event win as 
the German championship visits the Estering. Jörg 
Jockel seals the 2008 title after finishing third.  Rolf 

www.kentcams.com


Volland wins again in the ‘production’ championship, 
his fourth victory in five events with Zdenek Cermak’s 
D1-A Skoda Fabia. Hans Kirchhof and Julian Meyer 
won in Divisions Four and Five.

July 30
Having joined George Tracey’s team to drive its 
Citroën C4 for the fifth and sixth rounds of the 
ERC, and expecting to drive the car for the balance 
of the 2008 season, Norwegian Guttorm Lindefjell 
re-establishes his own team in wake of Tracey’s 
decision to withdraw. Lindefjell strikes a deal to buy 

Lars Larsson’s 2007 ERC title winning Skoda Fabia 
from Koen Pauwels. The car will be run by Ingvar 
Gunnarsson Motorsport in the last five ERC events of 
the year.

July 31
Rising star Peter Hedström 
(right) grabs a surprise win in 
the fourth round of the Swedish 
Rallycross championship. In 
the evening race at Strängnäs, 
Hedström – who won through 

from the B final – beats pole starter Sverre Isachsen 
and Andreas Eriksson. Michael Jernberg struggles 
home in sixth place, but retains the points lead in the 
five event series which returns to Strängnäs for its 
final event on September 27.  Jimmy Holmqvist wins 
the Supernational A final with the support race taken 
by Per Engstrand.

Obituary
We regret to note the death of Former French 
Rallycross star Jean-Claude Macchetto who died from 
cancer on June 15. 
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July 30
The first overt sign of economic downturn making 
itself felt in Rallycross appears in the shape of 
a withdrawal from the ERC of George Tracey. 
The Irishman says that he has parked his cars to 
concentrate on business but emphasises that he is 
taking a break, not quitting. “I’ve done this before 
– years ago when things were bad I parked my rally 
cars until business was better, that’s a good thing 
about racing cars, you can park them where they 
don’t cost any more money: they don’t eat grass,” 
said Tracey.

The Irish economy has slowed dramatically in the 
last year or so, and its effects have already been felt 
in the Irish Rally Championship where numbers of 
WRC cars are dramatically reduced from previous 
years.

With the ERC still predominantly populated by 
amateur competitors and with a large number 
of them also running their own businesses, the 
weakening economy could have further effect on 
the championship if the down turn is long lasting. 
Immediately, increased fuel costs are already 
making themselves felt in travel costs.

The economy has knocked the wheels off 
George Tracey’s ERC effort

http://www.bobgoodingmotorsport.com/news.php


How did he do that?
We look at how Marcus Grönholm beat the best to win his first Rallycross
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Grönholm is mobbed after winning at Höljes. 
Henning Solberg (back to camera) was 
among the first to congratulate the Finn and 
overjoyed Ford team boss Eriksson
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There was never any doubt that Marcus Grönholm 
would be fast. Not only has the Finn won the World 
Rally Championship twice, but he is one the most 
highly regarded rally drivers of his generation. As 
with other top line professional drivers who have 
tried their hand at Rallycross – specially those 
who have done so with the level of equipment and 
preparation that Grönholm had at his disposal 

– Grönholm had no problem adapting to his new 
discipline. Okay, so he could drive the car quickly, 
but how was this rally man, used to having the road 
to himself, going to cope with four or five other cars 
jostling him for position?

Grönholm may have spent his profession career 
with the clock as his greatest competitor, but his first 
taste of motor sport came in motocross, compared 

to which the five abreast start in a Rallycross heat 
is pretty tame stuff. Consider also that Grönholm 
had calmly sat back and watched Andreas Eriksson 
sweat over the development of the 2008-spec Ford 
Fiesta ST ERC, the Finn refusing to commit himself 
to racing the car until he was sure it was at least a 
competitive proposition. Only have finally concluded 
a comprehensive test session at Höljes on June 25 did 
Grönholm confirm his participation at Höljes.

So, we can accept that, before the event took place, 
Grönholm had established in his own mind that he 
and the Fiesta were competitive. By that stage of 
the season, with four events completed, Eriksson 
and his MSE/Ford Team RS Europe team had been 
through the mill with the new car. So troublesome 
had the Fiesta been in the first two rounds that 
Eriksson had dubbed it “Herbie”. Rounds three and 
four, in Hungary and Austria brought improvements, 
Eriksson qualifying on pole for the A final in Austria 
but then losing out in the first corner rough and 
tumble. During the first four rounds Eriksson often 
admitted that at least some of the trouble was down 
to the driver, and there were times when it was clear 
to see how much pressure was  on this team owner/
manager/driver to deliver. The knowledge that he 
was only going to be able to complete the coup of 
getting Grönholm into Rallycross if he could prove 
the car himself can hardly have helped.

The free practice sessions are not always a very 
accurate guide to form in ERC events. They are not 

www.ERC24.com
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always officially timed, and when they 
are you need to consider a number 
of factors in considering any times 
that may be published. As the session 
plays no part in the event, it is an 
opportunity, the only opportunity in 
race weekend, for drivers to do a little 
testing. That can be as simple as trying 
a variety of lines to changing the setup 
of the car or any other parameters that 
can easily skew the time established: 
in this era of restricted tyre availability 
we have also seen drivers running very 
gentle laps in order to preserve tyres.

However, when Grönholm was 

unofficially fastest in the free practice 
session at Höljes, expectations were 
cranked up a notch or two. The first 
real indicator of pace is in timed 
practice, after which Grönholm was 
classified 27th fastest of the 37 starters 
in Division One. As there are factors in 
determining speed in free practice, so 
a wide range of outside influences can 
come into play in the timed session. For 
Grönholm at Höljes the weather became 
a factor, literally raining on his parade. 
Caught with a dry setup on a wet track, 
Grönholm’s best lap took 51.54s, which 
does not compare favourably to Sverre 

Seeing double. MSE/Ford Team RS Europe ran 
two cars for the first time at Höljes, and came 
out with the best possible result.

www.gprdirect.com
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Isachsen’s session topping 44.81s lap or Ford team 
leader Eriksson’s 45.62s effort that left him fourth 
fastest.

It was unfortunate for Grönholm to get caught out 
like this. Or was it?

A slow lap in the timed session would not only have 
helped Grönholm to preserve his tyres – as a driver in 
his first event of the year he had access to just six dry-
weather tyres in Sweden – but also left him grouped 
among slower competitors for the first qualifying 
heat.

Others also suffered in the mixed weather of 

the timed session, most notably Jean-Luc Pailler 
languished in 28th place. So, did Grönholm really get 
caught out to such a massive extent by the conditions, 
or was this a tactical gamble aimed at giving the Finn 
the easiest possible ride in the first heat? Had he 
been ranged directly against Pailler it may not have 
panned out as nicely, but as things fell, Grönholm 
found himself going to the grid for the first qualifier 
alongside Denis Romer, Marcus Nilsson, Stein Egil 
Jenssen and Åke Holtet. No disrespect to them, but 
that is not really the most competitive field you could 
conjure up.

Grönholm spent a lot of the event running on his 
own thanks to a mistake, or tactical masterstroke 
in the timed practice session.

www.76racing.co.uk
http://www.erc24shop.com
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Grönholm did exactly what was 
required in the first hat, maximising 
any advantage he had from being in 
an ‘easy’ heat, pulling out more than a 
second-a-lap ahead of Holtet to win his 
race in 3m09.11s. Until the last race of 
the opening heat, Grönholm remained 
top of the time sheet, but when “King” 
Kenneth Hansen entered the arena 
he was eager to put down his marker. 
The sport’s most successful driver of 
all time chipped 1.39s off Grönholm’s 
benchmark to be fastest at the end of 
the first day. It was notable also that 
the track remained quite even across 
the heats. It is not unusual for the track 
to a couple of seconds faster at the end 
of the heat than it is at the beginning, 
but at Höljes it appeared to change very 
little.

There was no place to hide in the 
second heat, up among the fastest 
driver Grönholm was going to have 
stiff opposition. More than holding 
his own when ranged against the best, 
Grönholm showed an understanding 
and awareness of the finer points of 
the ERC game and was able to redress 
anything he lost in a slow start to his 
race by making good tactical use of the 
Joker Lap section. Taking the race win, 
Grönholm set fastest time of the heat, 
1.31s faster than Michael Jernberg.

His place in the A final booked, 
Grönholm raced again in the third heat, 
but could do no more than fourth place 
behind race winner Eriksson, Jernberg 
and in-form Swedish championship 
leader Tony Croon who gets a 
dishonourable mention for being the 

“It looks like you’re fastest.” Andreas 
Eriksson checks the time sheets with 
Grönholm.

www.racetuners.com
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first person to drive into Grönholm. Seventh fastest in 
the heat, this would be Grönholm’s discarded  heat. 
The most important thing was that he had gained 
another few laps of experience, and that the car was 
still in good shape. When the qualifying order was 
shaken out, it was Grönholm who had pole position 
for the A final. Jernberg started his Skoda alongside 
Ford’s superstar, Hansen and Eriksson sharing the 
second row with Ludvig Hunsbedt the last direct 
qualifier and later joined on the back row of the grid 

by Stig-Olov Walfridsson who won the B final to earn 
his start.

The make up of the grid was another thing in 
Grönholm’s favour. Obviously Eriksson was going to 
race fair with his teammate, but in Jernberg in and 
Hansen not only did the pole setter have two of the 
cleanest racers in close company, but drivers who 
had already grasped that the 2008 season one where 
the long game is key: a good points finish is more 
important to them than going for broke just to be the 

one who beat Grönholm.
With a clean start from pole and an incident free 

first corner, Grönholm was as good as home and dry 
by the end of the first lap. Jernberg made a race of 
it until he took the Joker Lap and slipped to third as 
Hansen, who’d done his turn in the Joker Lap early, 
came through to second and kept Grönholm honest 
until the end.

Organisers estimated that 20% of the 25,000 
spectators had travelled from Finland, and Grönholm 
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was keenly aware that his participation could help 
to boost the resurgence of Rallycross in his home 
country. “I had good support from Finnish fans 
here, perhaps now the sport can take off at home in 
Finland,” he said, “It felt good to beat Citroën again! 
Before the race I had probably the greatest respect 
for Kenneth Hansen, which proved to be justified. He 
was quick but I am familiar with Citroën drivers, so it 

was no problem in the end.”
Grönholm’s achievement, while remarkable, is not 

unique: in 1977 Swedish rally star Anders Kullang 
also won the Swedish round of the ERC (at the 
Bergbybanan, near  Vendel) in his debut event.

Scheduled to drive in two more ERC events, in 
Holland and Poland, Grönholm is playing things cool 
about suggestions that he may make a full time move 

into Rallycross. After winning the Swedish ERC event 
he told British magazine Autosport: “I really liked the 
competition. When I was alone on the track it was 
not too bad, but then suddenly people were pushing 
or giving me a kick in the ass – that was different. I 
think my win came as a surprise for a few people… 
Winning was nice. I’m doing two more and that’s it,” 
he said.



Tony Bell won the ‘Showdown’ race at the end of the 
Best of British Rallycross event in which the MSA 
British Rallycross Championship and the Rallycross 
Open Championship shared the bill for the first time. 
However, while the race was intended to pitch the 
best five drivers from each championship in head-to-
head competition, various circumstances contrived to 
render it almost meaningless – not least of them the 
decision to exclude Group B cars from the showdown 
race at the end of the event.

Entering the event it was five years since a driver 
of a Group B car had won a BRC event, but as soon 
as the publication of final instructions made it clear 
that any such driver would not be admitted to the 
showdown race, it seemed inevitable that one would 
top the podium at Croft. Murphy’s Law, and all that.

Liam Doran ruled himself out of contention after 
crashing his RS200 in practice, the young driver 
caught out on a very wet track. Lawrence Gibson, on 
the other hand, admitted at the end of the day that 

he had adopted a cautious approach from the outset, 
“It was not a matter of speed, it was a day to be easy 
on the right foot,” he said. Gibson qualified second 
for the BRC Supercar A final but moved ahead of 
pole starter Ollie O’Donovan when the champion’s 
Peugeot 306 suffered a front diff problem that would 
later keep the London Irishman out of the BRC’s 
Superfinal. The Superfinal victory gave Gibson the 
BRC event win and, with it, the points lead in the 
championship. It did not, however, give him the 
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Tony Bell won the ‘Best of British’ showdown 
race when the BRC and ROC met at Croft

Best of British?
Restricted grid keeps BRC points leader out of showdown race
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right to start in the Best of British showdown. Also in 
the paddock when the race started were O’Donovan 
and Tommy Graham, both ruled out by driveline 
problems, Kevin McCann who had suffered power 
steering failure in his Subaru and David Binks, who 
at the end of a bruising but successful day, decided 
not to further risk his Mitsubishi in deteriorating 
conditions. The only driver who raced in the BRC and 
took the start of the showdown was Chris Langley, but 
he had also driven in the ROC and qualified in that 

section too. And so, what should have been a ten-car 
race went to the grid with just five starters, pole taken 
by ROC Division One A final winner “Mad Mark”. 
The ROC section had again featured a day-long battle 
between “Mad Mark” and Tony Bell, the former on 
top throughout but undone in the showdown race 
where Bell surged ahead towards the end of the first 
lap. Mike Manning then moved up to second and 
gave his usual determined chase, but it was Bell who 
reached the chequer first.

It was not, of course, any fault of Bell’s the 
showdown race did not provide the sort of climax 
to the meeting that had been planned. “The Best of 
British Rallycross event shows the sport in Great 
Britain has an exciting future and today was all about 
harmonisation as the two premier British Rallycross 
championships featured in one event. I am delighted 
to win the Best of British crown,” he said.

Gibson, meanwhile, was disappointed not have been 
permitted a start, but focused on his revitalised BRC 

Lawrence Gibson won the BRC but was denied a 
start in the ‘best of British’ showdown



campaign, “It was a pity not to get a run, I would have 
liked to represent the BRC in the race. My objective 
was to get a bit higher up the British championship 
points chart and I certainly managed that. Lydden is a 
long haul for us but now I’ve got the best incentive to 
go there,” he said.

Open rules in the BRC
The British Rallycross Championship has always 
maintained very catholic regulations and has 
never allied itself totally to International technical 
regulations. The continued presence of Group B cars 
in the BRC has been a thorn of contention at various 
times over the last 15 years, but it is difficult to see 
how one specific type of car can be singled out and 
prohibited without also extending the net to other 
cars. Concentrating only on the Supercar/Division 
One categories, the ROC claims to promote only 
‘modern’ cars, but it does not tow the FIA line on 
technical regulations either: Bob Gooding’s Escort 

is long out of homologation, and the pre-’99 carbon-
floor cars of Ollie O’Donovan and Derek Jobb are also 
permitted in the ROC as they are in the BRC.

If the event failed its Best of British ideal the fact that 
the showdown between the fastest five drivers in each 
championship became a race for the fastest five drivers 
from each championship, except those who drive cars 
the promoter doesn’t like the look of, will be the key 
factor. Bell, and others, used the term ‘harmonisation’, 
but the event – specifically the showdown – did not 
run under harmonious regulations.

By any other measure
In Rallycross, unlike circuit racing, it is unwise to set 
too much store by lap or race times: track conditions 
change continuously, on a dry day it is quite common 
for a track to become faster over the course of a 
heat. In wet conditions, however, there is no such 
expectation, the track may become faster as loose 
material is cleared, or slower as the surface breaks up. 

The Croft event was run, mostly, in wet conditions. 
Additionally, the BRC Supercar and ROC Division 
One races were separated by a number of races for 
other classes, time for track conditions to change.

So, times from the event are academic, but for 
the academic among you this is how things panned 
out during the day. The fastest driver from each 
championship is listed, as well as times for Bell and 
Gibson. It is not possible to draw comparison between 
the BRC Superfinal and the Best of British showdown 
race as the former was run over five laps, and the 
latter over six.

ON THE CLOCK: WHO WAS FASTEST IN THE BEST OF BRITISH
 BRC  ROC
H1 Steve Hill  2m19.44s Simon Horton 2m56.18s
 Gibson (3rd) 2m26.99s Bell (2nd)  2m57.64s
H2 Ollie O’Donovan 2m38.18s “Mad Mark”  2m37.56s
 Gibson (2nd) 2m49.32s Bell (2nd) 2m42.40s
H3 Ollie O’Donovan 2m34.21s “Mad Mark”  2m35.85s
 Gibson  DNS Bell (2nd) 2m36.23s
A final Gibson 3m40.83s “Mad Mark” 3m41.08s
   Bell (2nd) 3m42.03s
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Both BRC and ROIC admit a wide range of mon-
FIA-spec cars: left to right: Ollie O’Donovan’s 
Peugeot 306, Aiden McCullagh’s Peugeot/Subaru 
hybrid and Bob Gooding’s Escort MkIII
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The first half of the ERC 
season was extraordinary. 
The first four events 
produced different 
winners, competition is 
hard and close and the 
first ‘half’ of the 11-round 
series was concluded 
with Marcus Grönholm 
landing a sensational 
debut victory.

And yet, through all of 
this has come Kenneth 
Hansen who had the 
satisfaction of entering 
the summer break with 
a seven-point lead in the 
championship. The top 
of the championship is 
dominated by wily old 
hands, and it is likely to 
be applied experience 
that continues to be the 
crucial factor as summer 
turns to autumn and the 
ERC dashes through its 
last five events.

Hansen leads but will 
have recognised that 

Six down…
Five to go as ERC readies for part two

Hansen led Hunsbedt in the 
championship, partly due to the 
latter’s misfortune.
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there has been a measure 
of good fortune in him 
gaining this position. 
Had Ludvig Hunsbedt 
not suffered engine 
failure and non-scored 
in Hungary, the situation 

may have been very 
different. Hunsbedt’s 
mechanical problems 
also stifled his charge in 
Austria where both he 
and Hansen ended the 
weekend in the B final.

But that’s how it goes, 
and Hansen’s win in 
Hungary, three second 
places and third in 
France were enough for 
him to gain the upper 
hand on Hunsbedt. The 

only man to win twice, 
Hunsbedt may have 
won a third event had 
his Volvo not suffered a 
puncture in Sweden…

Hunsbedt is perhaps 
Hansen’s greatest threat 

in the second half of 
the year, but Michael 
Jernberg and Jean-Luc 
Pailler also won events 
in part one and are third 
and fifth respectively.

The depth of knowledge 
and experience available 
to those four drivers 
cannot be matched 
by Andreas Eriksson 
who is fourth in the 
championship despite 
what he may see as a less 
than satisfactory start to 
the year. It was clear after 
the first four events that 
the Fiesta ST ERC was 
ready to win, perhaps the 
only surprise was that it 
was Grönholm and not 
Eriksson who delivered 
Ford’s first victory of the 
year.

If the second half of 
the year matches the 
first in excitement and 
competition, the season 
will go down as a classic.

www.ERC24.com
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Rain
By some good fortune, the ERC managed to 
avoid the worst of the weather in this jumbled up 
European summer.

A couple of times there was a preparatory 
scramble for wet weather tyres only for the 
threatened rain to blow over. But when the rain did 
hit, it came in style.

Austria’s PS Racing Center lies in the shadow of 
mountains and is susceptible to sudden changes 
in the weather, and rain was on the radar right 
from outset of this year’s fourth ERC round. Part 
way through the second D1-A heat on Sunday 
morning the heavens opened and in a matter of 
minutes the track was awash. Showing an intimate 
knowledge of his home patch, Clerk of the Course 
Erich Petrakovits simply gave the rain 15-minutes 

to blow over, allowed drivers to switch to wet tyres 
and then got things going again. The rain certainly 
mixed things up a little – and allowed underrated 
Hungarian Gabor Bankuti to bag a surprise fastest 
time in D1-A.

Division One-A
The front running cars in the class 
are increasingly sophisticated, 
faster each year and very good 
racecars. Whether this is all good 
news is becoming a mute point 
as the class becomes increasingly 
specialised it is getting to the point 
where less than half the field is 
truly competitive.

That aside, the class is producing 
some fantastic action. But for an 
engine failure in France, where he 
was clearly fastest, and a puncture 
while leading the A final in Austria, 
Jussi Pinomäki could conceivably 
have won all six events. As it is 
four wins give him a 14 point lead.

Division Two
There are only two drivers in 
the title fight here, and the score 
stands at four wins to two in 
favour of defending champion 
Tom Kotek.

Former champion and Kotek’s 
compatriot and arch rival, Roman 
Castoral won in Hungary and 
Austria, but does not appear to 
have the speed or, frankly, scary 
commitment of his younger 
opponent.

New to the class and the ERC 
this year, Derek Tohill is having 
a great season while Czech 
newcomer Ondrej Smetana has 
also impressed.

Rallycross Cup
The Vikings are coming!

It’s taken a while for the 
Scandinavian drivers to catch 
on to the possibilities of the 
Rallycross Cup as a formula, 
but the category’s inclusion in 
the Norwegian championship is 
driving growth, and delivering 
some very competitive cars: Per 
Niklas Lööv and Ole Håbjørn have 
both won events.

The class is growing slowly, but 
when push comes to shove and D2 
is killed off in October, expect to 
see more drivers make the move to 
the developing and exciting two-
litre, rear-drive class.

Tyres
There is no escaping the fact that tyres were a 
major issue in the first half-dozen races of the 
2008 ERC season.

With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, it’s pretty 
easy to sit back and suggest that after plans 
to introduce a single supplier control tyre to 
the championship failed, the FIA Off-Roads 
Commission would have been well advised to have 
left tyres well alone. However, with a newly framed 
set of regulations for tyres sitting on the desk, 
the ORC instead decided to prescribe moulded 
treaded tyres for the 2008 championship. The 
sting in the tail came when the final wording of the 
regulations finally became available in the spring. 
Those rules additionally called for the tyres to be 
homologated for Rallycross use, and also to have 
two circumferential grooves. At a stroke almost 
every moulded rally tyre was ruled out.

Avon alone made a tyre for the new regs, but 
informed the FIA from the outset that it would not 
produce a bespoke wet weather tyre, suggesting 
instead that permission be granted for the 
homologated dry tyre to be cut into a wet. The FIA 
eventually agreed to this – in round three.

Scrutineering of tyres has also been troubled, 
in Portugal there was chaos as local drivers were 
first permitted to use any tyre, then later told 
that they must the homologated item. In France 
the event doubled as a domestic championship 
event, and national racers were allowed to run the 
control Kumho with the addition of two handcut 
circumferential grooves.

These problems aside, the new tyre has met with 
broad approval – although Avon’s decision to 
supply it only in 17in diameter further frustrated 
some competitors.
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